
HerzAuf!stand – low barrier learning space 
 
This document contains information about: 

1. Entrance and Info Point 
2. Arrival: Low barrier, with public transport 
3. Wheelchair users – everything accessible 
4. Toilets – gender free & low barrier 
5. Childcare & diaper changing table 
6. Awareness Team: Herzteam 
7. Silence & Volume 
8. Live Translation: English and Sign Language 
9. Learning room with error-friendliness 
10. And why all this? 

 
 

1. Entrance and Info Point 
All arriving people are welcomed at the main entrance, where they receive all information on request at the Info 
Point. On Friday and Saturday, the main entrance with Info Point will be located at the Main Hall, while on Sunday 
you can find it at the ground floor of the adjoining building (NG). If, for example, you would like a translation into 
another language or an escort through the rooms telling you what is written on the posters, signs and at the stands 
of the exhibition, you can let us know at the Info Point. Please also write your wishes and needs in the registration 
form so that the Orga- Team can prepare itself and tell you what we can do for you. 
On Friday and Saturday there are two entrances: The entrance to the hall leads to the Information Point, stage, 
exhibition area, join-in buffet, meeting corner etc., the entrance in the NG (one door further on) leads to the 1st 
floor, where you will find childcare, workshops, interactive rooms, relaxation room, lectures, the Herzteam 
(Awareness Team) etc. Everything will be well signposted and there will also be people who you can ask. You will 
also receive an e-mail with detailed information about the programme when we confirm your registration. 
 

2. Arrival: Low barrier, with public transport 
The Forum Factory is located at Besselstr. 13-14, 10969 Berlin (Mitte / Kreuzberg). 
 
a) Arrival with low barriers: At https://www.bvg.de/en you can search for barrier-free connections: select 
'conditionally barrier-free' or 'fully barrier-free' and search for a connection. 
 
b) With public transport 

248, 248, Jewish Museum - footpath approx. 200 meters 
U6, underground station Kochstraße - footpath approx. 250 meters 

Bus M29 Charlottenstraße - footpath approx. 300 meters 
 
BVG timetable information: https://www.bvg.de/en  
 
 

3. Wheelchair users – everything accessible 
All rooms can be accessed with wheelchair. 
The hall, where there are exhibition stands, a buffet, etc., has an entrance door which is 94 cm wide with a small 
ramp (10 cm high). From the anteroom a five-stage staircase leads up into the hall as well as a large ramp (20% 
gradient), where double safety is provided during the up/down drive. 
The workshop and interactive rooms are accessible through an entrance door in the NG (adjoining building) and are 
located on the first floor. They can be reached via an elevator in which there must always be a person from the 
Orga-team on board. 
In the hall (in the anteroom) as well as on the upper floor there is a low-barrier toilet: Seating toilet, two folding 
armrests and a turning circle of 1.5 x 1.5. 
 
 



4. Toilets – gender free & low barrier 
All our toilets (both in the hall and in the upper floor) are degendered, i.e. they are not assigned to any gender. The 
signs on the WCs show their function (e.g. toilet with armrests, with diaper changing table). Each toilet can be used 
by any person, regardless of which gender or whether this person identifies with a gender. You can read more 
about this at the fair. 
Both in the hall and on the upper floor there is a low-barrier toilet: toilet with two folding armrests and a turning circle 
of 1,5 x 1,5. 
 

5. Childcare & diaper changing table 
There is a diaper changing table in the low-barrier toilet of the hall. 
On the 1st floor children who are two years or older can be looked after (entrance in the NG). Younger children are 
also welcome if they bring an adult with them. On Saturday 8 am to 6 pm and on Sunday 8 am to 4 pm someone 
from our team will always be present. You can play, do handicrafts, listen to stories, make music and much more. If 
you would like to help us with the childcare, please register for one shift at the Info Point – we are looking forward to 
any help! Feel free to bring your own toys & books with you. 
 

6. Awareness Team: Herzteam 
Everywhere at the fair you can find people of the Herzteam. They are marked with a painted heart on their face. 
They are there for you and listen to you gladly. Speak to them if something upsets you, if you have experienced 
discrimination or other injury(ies) or if you simply need an open ear. They can also always be found at the "Insel der 
Ruhe / island of peace" (1st floor), the "Begegnungsecke / meeting corner" (hall) and the "Ort des offenen Ohres / 
place of the open ear" (1st floor).  
 

7. Silence & Volume 
If the hall is full of people, it can sound like a beehive. In the 1st floor (entrance NG) there is the "Insel der Ruhe / 
island of peace", a room where people do not speak, as well as the "Ort des offenen Ohres / place of the open ear", 
a room where you can listen to people and also be heard yourself with all concerns that move you. 
During the evening program with music we pay attention to find a volume at which also highly sensitive ears feel 
comfortable. 
 

8. Live Translation: English and Sign Language 
The contributions (workshops, lectures, morning and evening programmes, etc.) will be held in German. At the Info 
Point at the entrance you can get an overview of the languages into which the contributions can be translated on 
request (probably English and sign language). If you would like to get a live translation or can provide one, please 
let the translation team know at the Info Point – we are looking forward to create a diverse event! 
We have tried to translate as much of the website as possible into English. Where we realized our limited capacity, 
we chose to respect our limits. 
 

9. Learning space with error-friendliness 
Our Utopia may be free of barriers and discrimination, but reality often looks different. Therefore: 
We invite everyone who comes together at HerzAuf!stand: Let us allow ourselves and others …  
... to be ourselves and show ourselves with it – we are all lovable and vulnerable. 
... to make mistakes and take responsibility for them – we are all learners. 
... the openness to have and also to get to know another point of view – let us start with the change within 
ourselves. 
... to question lovingly and critically – let us support each other to grow and develop. 
... to show compassion and understanding for ourselves and others – for a culture of "as well as". 
... sometimes not to be able to understand each other and to have a closed heart (e.g. because of an old self-
protection pattern) – If we want to understand a quality (of being) completely, we may also experience its opposite: 
cold – warmth, life – death, connection – separation. 
... to take responsibility for one's own experiences and actions. 

 
Thank you for making this possible together! 

 
 



 
 

10. And why all this? 
During the organisation process we have also addressed (each in his own way and with different intensity) what 
(structural) discrimination and disadvantage mean and how we can enable people with different needs, boundaries 
and realities to participate: What do people in wheelchairs need? What do people with more needs for rest and 
retreat need? How can we create gender-free, transgender*friendly spaces? How can the website reveal all 
information for blind people including pictures? How can we all take responsibility for childcare together? …? 
Huiui, what challenges! We have faced them and made some things possible. If it were up to our idealism, we 
would have paid much more attention to it and implemented it. But time, capacity etc. have always thrown a 
spanner in our plans, and we have practiced respecting our limits. It has also become clear to us that we cannot 
create the "perfect, trauma- and trigger-free" space because we are all lifelong learners. So: 

 
Let's learn together error-friendly & with low barriers! 

 
www.herzaufstand.de/en 

 
 

 


